Leonardo da Vinci Footsteps

MILAN BEAUTY & FLAVOURS

If you are a Leonardo Da Vinci’s lover, you will enjoy this exclusive experience to understand the genius in all his multifaceted forms. You will follow Leonardo’s footsteps, starting from the visit of Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, an art gallery founded by Cardinal house of the famous Leonardo da Vinci Atlantic Code. The Sforza Castle, another symbol of Leonardo in Milan; during the Renaissance it was the residence of Milan’s Duke Ludovico Sforza and Leonardo worked there as a military and civil engineer and only later as an artist. He painted the frescoes ceiling of the “Sala delle Asse” (“room made up of wooden panels”), combining a naturalist depiction with a strong symbolism. Then you will visit one of the most celebrated masterpiece of all times: Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper, at Santa Maria delle Grazie Cathedral.

1st DAY: WELCOME

Arrival in Milan, transfer to the selected 4* hotel. Walking tour of the city, depending on the arrival time. Transfer to “Naviglio Grande” for a cruise up to “Trezzano sul Naviglio” for dinner in typical restaurant. After dinner, transfer back to the hotel.

2nd DAY: EXPO TIME

Transfer to EXPO area and full day visit of pavillons. Dinner at “Orti di Leonardo” restaurant (or similar).

3rd DAY: LEONARDO DA VINCI FOOTSTEPS

Guided tour discovering all the places of Leonardo in Milan, Visit of Ambrosiana Gallery and Sforza Castle. In the evening dinner on “Tram restaurant”.

4th DAY: LEONARDO LAST SUPPER’S/DEPARTURE

In the morning visit of “Santa Maria delle Grazie” Cathedral and “Leonardo’s Last Supper”. After lunch, transfer to the airport and departure.

€ 850,00*

4 days / 3 nights

Package price per person

Based on 20 people

The rate includes

• 3 nights in Milan at the selected 4* hotel, staying in DBL room on b/b basis.
• all transfers
• tour leader for the whole program
• ticket entrance to Expo
• ticket entrance to Ambrosiana Gallery / Santa Maria delle Grazie’s Cathedral/ Sforza Castle
• guide in Milan
• boat Tour
• 1 dinner at the restaurant at “Trezzano sul Naviglio”
• 1 dinner at “tram Restaurant”
• 1 dinner at “Gli orti di Leonardo” Restaurant (or similar)

* Quotations are subject to confirmation